The dynamics of simple qubit systems in a chain configuration coupled at both ends to separate bosonic baths at different temperatures is studied. An exact analytical solution of the master equation in the Born-Markov approximation for the reduced density matrix of the qubit system is constructed. The unique non-equilibrium stationary state for the long time behavior of the reduced density matrix in obtained. Dynamical and steady state properties of the concurrence between the first and the last spin are studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
In describing real physical systems one should always take into account the influence of the surroundings. The study of open systems is particularly important for understanding processes in quantum physics [1] . Usually, the unavoidable interaction with the environment destroys quantum correlations in the system. However, some times dissipation can be used not only for creation of entanglement in the system [2] [3] [4] [5] , but also for construction of non-trivial complex states of the system [6, 7] . An entanglement created by the interaction with thermal reservoir is called thermal entanglement. During the interaction with the thermal environment at temperature T the system is evolving towards its steady state given by the Gibbs distribution ρ → e −HS/kB T /Tr[e −HS /kB T ] and sometimes this state is entangled. In this paper another kind of thermal entanglement will be discussed. Here, the system will be driven to the steady state by the interaction with two reservoirs at different temperatures [2, 3, 8, 9] The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the model of a qubit system in a chain configuration coupled at both ends to bosonic baths at different temperatures is introduced. The general strategy of derivation of the master equation for the reduced density matrix in the Born-Markov limit is presented. In Section III the two qubit case is considered. The master equation and its steady state solution are constructed. In Section IV the master equation for a three qubit case is obtained. The steady state solution in this case is constructed. Finally, in Section V results and conclusions are presented.
II. MODEL
We consider a qubit system in a chain configuration. The first and the last qubits of the chain are coupled to * Electronic address: sinayskiy@ukzn.ac.za † Electronic address: nate95@gmail.com ‡ Electronic address: petruccione@ukzn.ac.za separate bosonic baths at different temperatures. In this paper units are chosen in a such way that = k B = 1.The total Hamiltonian of the system is given bŷ
whereĤ S is the Hamiltonian of the qubit subsystem,
The thermal reservoirs are described by an infinite set of harmonic oscillators, the Hamiltonians of the reservoirs coupled to the first qubit (j = 1) and to the last qubit (j = N ) are given bŷ
The interaction between the qubit subsystem and the bosonic baths is described by the Jaynes Cummings type Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation
nb n,j +σ
of course,σ The dynamics of the total system (qubits plus reservoirs) is described by the Liouville equation
After performing the Born-Markov approximation [1] the equation for the reduced density matrix (qubit subsystem only) in the interaction picture takes the following form:
where, the operatorρ B (0) denotes the initial state of the reservoirsρ
SBN . After performing the rotating wave approximation over the rapidly oscillating term in the master equation one gets:
To obtain the master equation (8) it assumed that the system-environment interaction has the form
the operatorsV j α andf j α acts on the qubit system and the reservoir degrees of freedom, respectively. In the master equation (8) a Lamb-type renormalization Hamiltonian was neglected and decay rates γ i,j α,β (ω) are given by the Fourier image of the bath correlation functions:
On should note that, in Eq. (8) ω is a sum over all Bohr frequencies of the system. In Eqs. (8) and (10) indexes α and β refer to decomposition of the interaction Hamiltonian into eigenoperators of the system HamiltonianĤ S and indexes i and j label the baths. The transition operatorsV j α (ω) originate from the decomposition of the operatorV j α in the basis of the eigenoperators of the system HamiltonianĤ S . If one denotes the eigenvalues of the HamiltonianĤ S by ε and corresponding projection operator asΠ(ε) then:
In other words each operatorV j α (ω) satisfies the following equation:
where ω corresponding frequency of transition. For the sake of simplicity and exact solvability in the paper we will considered only two cases: two and three qubit systems and symmetric Hamiltonian of the qubit system (2), i.e., for any i all ǫ i = ǫ.
III. TWO QUBIT SYSTEM
In the two qubit case the Hamiltonian of the qubit subsystem (2) takes a simple form
and can easily be diagonalized with eigenevectors and corresponding eigenvalues given below
In this case the master equation (8) takes the following form
where the superoperators L i describe dissipation to the corresponding reservoir:
The transition operatorsV
and the corresponding frequencies of trasition are
In this paper reservoirs are assumed to be represented by the infinite set of harmonic oscillators so that the decay rates read
where γ i is the relaxation rate given by the spectral density of the reservoir. The master equation (18) is solved exactly and details of the solution (including non-symmetric case ǫ 1 = ǫ 2 ) can be found in [2] . In this paper we will need only the non-equilibrium stationary state of the two qubit system for the comparison with the three qubit case. After some straightforward algebra the steady state of the two qubit system in the standard basis |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 has the form:
where
. In order to quantify the entanglement between the qubits we consider the concurrence [10] . In the steady-state (t → ∞) it is given by
IV. THREE QUBIT SYSTEM
The three qubit case is also exactly solvable. Following the same strategy one can find eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the HamiltonianĤ S (2) in the case of three qubits:
and corresponding eigenvalues m i :
In this case the master equation (8) for the reduced density matrix reads
where the superoperators L i are given by
There are three transition operatorsV i j (ω) for each reservoir, namely,
and three corresponding frequencies of transition
please note that γ (i) (±ω i j ) has the same meaning like in the two-qubit case and is given by Eqs. (26) and (27) .
The master equation (42) is solved exactly. The details of the solution can be found in [9] . One can study the dynamics of the concurrence of the system for a certain initial state of the system. In Figure 1 the dynamics of the concurrence between first and third qubit for initial |W 3 -state is presented
For the all three cases presented in Figure 1 one can identify two time scales of the dynamics, the first timescale is the time of dissipation of the entanglement created by the XX-interaction between qubits and the second timescale is the creation of the thermal entanglement. The phenomena of disappearing and reappearing of the entanglement is called sudden death and sudden birth of entanglement [11] . Using the exact solution of the master equation (42) one can find the long-time behavior of the density matrix. It is possible to show that in the basis of eigenvectors {|m i } of the qubit HamiltonianĤ S the non-equlibrium steady-state of the reduced density matrix of the qubit system will be diagonal
. Using this non-equilibrium steady state one can analyze the concurrence in the system. In Figure 2 and 3 a comparison of the steady state concurrence in the two qubit and three qubit case is presented. Figure 2 addresses the dependence of the steady state concurrence form the reservoir temperatures in the equilibrium case. Figure 3 presents the dependence of the steady state concurrence in the non-equilibrium case. From both figures one can see that there is an interval of temperatures for which the steady state concurrence for three qubit system is higher than in the two qubit case.
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
It is important to note that the non-equilibrium steady state for two qubit (28) and three qubit (54) systems presented here are entangled states. In the equilibrium case (T 1 = T 2 ) the steady states takes the form of the 
FIG. 2:
Comparison of the steady-state entanglement for two qubit and three qubit systems in the thermal equilibrium. Curves (1a), (2a) and (3a) correspond to the three qubit system and curves (1b), (2b) and (3b) to the two qubit system. Curves (1a) and (1b) correspond to ǫ/K = √ 2, curves (2a) and (2b) correspond to ǫ/K = 3/2 and curves (3a) and (3b) correspond to ǫ/K = 2. For a convenience curves 2 and 3 are shifted up on the Y axes by 0.3 and 0.5 units, respectively. Curves (1a), (2a) and (3a) correspond to the three qubit system and curves (1b), (2b) and (3b) to the two qubit system. Curves (1a) and (1b) correspond to equilibrium case T2 = T1, curves (2a) and (2b) correspond to T2 = 3T1/2, curves (3a) and (3b) correspond to T2 = 2T1. The other parameters are ǫ = 3/2 and K = 1. For a convenience curves 2 and 3 are shifted up on the Y axes by 0.2 and 0.4 units respectively.
Gibbs stateρ
In Figure 1 one can see the system approaching equilibrium. For the reservoirs of low temperature (curves a and b) one can see the competition between exchange XX-interaction and irreversible dissipative dynamics in the system evolution. One can also see entanglement sudden birth and sudden death. In the case of the high temperature (curve c) one can see only exponential de-cay of entanglement and after some time sudden birth of thermal entanglement. In Figure 2 and 3 a comparison of the steady state concurrence between two and three qubit systems is performed. In the case of the three qubit system the concurrence between first and third qubit is studied. In Figure  2 one can see that increasing the ǫ/K ratio the amount of concurrence decreased for the both systems. But for all considered ǫ/K ratios there are intervals of the temperatures for which the amount of the steady state concurrence in the three qubit case is higher that in two qubit one.
In Figure 3 we show a comparison between steady state concurrence for two and three qubit system in the nonequilibrium case. One can see that in all cases there are intervals of the temperatures of the reservoirs for which the steady state concurrence in the three qubit case is higher than in a two qubit one. But as in the symmetric two qubit case the steady state entanglement reaches its maximal value in the equilibrium case.
In conclusion, we have presented an analytical expression for a two and three qubit system in a chain configuration coupled to bosonic baths at different temperatures. The dynamics of the system is studied and it is shown that the system convergences to a non-equilibrium steady state. The dynamics of entanglement is analyzed and a comparison of the steady state concurrence of two and three qubit systems is performed. It is found that there is a range of parameters in which the three qubit system contains more quantum correlations in the steady state than two qubit one.
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